
Chapter 501 

“Qin Ming, what are you telling my dad? Why does my dad want to rent this house for me?” In the 

house in the community, Liao Qingjing questioned Qin Ming, and said: “He sends me information 

greetings every day, and he is temporarily compensated. It cost me 10 million, saying that if I earn 

money in the future, I will return all the money I lost. It’s too unexpected.” 

 

Qin Ming said with a smile: “Maybe Uncle Yuan has figured out something and start paying attention to 

you. After all, daughters are father’s intimate little quilted jackets.” 

 

Liao Qingying hugged his hands and squeezed out the two soft peaks on his chest. Qin Ming couldn’t 

help but look at it a few more times. There was a button on the collar of his shirt that was not buttoned 

properly. 

 

She said again: “Then what does he mean by sending my brother to my mother? My dad never wants 

my brother to suffer. Has he really changed? My brother complained to you, saying that you pretended 

to be a god stick and fool you. My dad is here.” 

 

Qin Ming didn’t expect Yuan Bing to move so fast, it seemed that he was really deceived by his fortune-

telling. 

 

But this is a good thing. His patriarchal ideology is too heavy, and his wife is divorced, his daughter hates 

him, and his son has become a waste. Now he has learned from it that he actually gave his son to his ex-

wife for education. It might not be a good thing for Yuan Haohua. 

 

Naturally, Liao Qingjing didn’t tell her that she had gotten back the savings. After this incident, she was 

also disappointed with her old father, and she kept an eye on her. 

 

Seeing Liao Qingjing also feel relieved, Qin Ming also asked Liao Qingjing to continue renting the house 

to her. 



 

As for the eldest brother Qin Chaoyang and his sister-in-law Wang Xiaoli, they are now living in the villa 

on the top of Yunshan Mountain, and they will soon be transferred to Chaoyang Group to engage in 

transnational commerce and supermarket manager positions, so another recruitment will be sufficient. 

 

Qin Ming has now also entered, when the quarterly profit of Universe Century Group’s operations 

around the world is received. 

 

Generally, the foreign exchange and gold brick collections of the World Century Group, as well as the 

cash are placed in the World Bank, and the president behind the World Bank is Huang Jin, one of the 

group’s four veterans. 

 

This Huang Jin is over 60 years old and manages the accounts for Chang Hongxi. He is also an old 

subordinate who has followed Chang Hongxi for many years. He is shrewd and capable. He is often 

assassinated. So he is protected by some righteous sons and daughters around him. Cultivated ruthless 

killer. 

 

According to internal information, Huang Jin has been assassinated more than 300 times a year since he 

became the chief president of the World Bank. It is really terrifying, even higher than that of Chang 

Hongxi. 

 

Generally speaking, after the group’s interests are counted by the leader of the highest board of 

directors, a meeting is held to draw the various bosses within Huanyu to divide the money. 

 

But there have been no meetings for two quarters this year. 

 

Because Chang Hongxi didn’t hold a meeting because of illness, Qin Ming didn’t know that the meeting 

was going to be held. Naturally, Qin Ming didn’t plan to do it either. 

 

Chang Hongxi wants to reform, get rid of all the members of the highest board of directors, and let him 

control the super behemoth of Huanyu alone. 



 

Last time Chang Hongxi also revealed that there are currently eleven family powers on the highest board 

of directors that have not been wiped out. Qin Ming took over the position of Chang Hongxi. Naturally, 

he does not like being held back by others. The bloody road to Shura. 

 

In the high-rise office of the Century Building, Qin Ming has signed the industrial financial summary 

report files for Europe, South America, Oceania, Asia and other regions. Looking at the profit figures on 

it, it is unbelievable. It is a deduction of investment. In the first quarter, China’s profits still reached 

trillions of dollars. This is truly a wealthy country worthy of the name. 

 

Qin Ming found it incredible that there are many profitable companies, state-owned enterprises in some 

countries, important power and energy, etc. The Universe Century Group uses the ** to penetrate the 

politicians of various countries, which can be described as unpredictable. 

 

Moreover, arms and aerospace science and technology accounted for the majority in both quarters. It is 

not just the turmoil in some countries in the world. The replacement of conventional equipment in 

many countries is full of the shadow of the World Century Group. 

 

Qin Ming felt that his burden was getting heavier and he needed more talents. It would be better to 

cover all the important positions within the group so that his position would be firm. 

 

So much money and so much power can stir up corporate empires around the world. It is no wonder 

that the family powers in the highest board of directors often fight, secretly play black hands, and spur 

their desires. 

 

Qin Ming said, “Xiaoying, inform Huang Jin, one of the four veterans, that I want to see him.” 

 

“I’m afraid Huang Jin won’t see him.” 

 

Suddenly, a person walked into the door. Isn’t that Feng Dongxiang? He was still the same, with a Tang 

suit and a pair of cloth shoes, but his old face was very charming. 



 

Qin Ming saw Feng Dongxiang and asked, “What does Feng Feng mean? Is he sick or has his leg broken? 

Is it irrelevant?” 

 

Feng Dongxiang was unhappy when he saw such “arrogant” Qin Ming, he felt that Qin Ming was 

becoming more and more waiting. 

 

But Qin Ming was deliberately embarrassed. He even wanted to replace Feng Dongxiang. But now that 

Chang Hongxi has not officially left, he still has to show some face. 

 

Feng Dongxiang said: “Huang Jin was attacked last month. He was attacked by a mysterious gang when 

he was saving his files. He finally disappeared and has no information. I temporarily took over his job, 

and I am trying my best to find him. .” 

 

Qin Ming was startled and said, “Why didn’t you talk about such a big thing earlier?” 

 

Feng Dongxiang said with a bit of grievance: “Because you have been dispatching troops and generals, 

and arranging management positions for Huaxia, it seems that you haven’t taken this matter seriously.” 

 

Qin Ming’s face sank. Is this accusing him of just inserting his cronies and not daring to live and die? Qin 

Ming also disliked Feng Dongxiang more and more. You’re leaning on the old and selling the old, warn 

me? 

 

Qin Ming said, “Ahem…Then send more people to look for it.” 

 

Feng Dongxiang said: “This kind of manpower has long been assigned. But I am here today to discuss 

other matters with the young master. Regarding the engagement ceremony between the young master 

and Miss Zhao Jia, Zhao Xinran.” 

 



After hearing this, Qin Ming said, “Okay, let them send someone to Guangzhou.” 

 

Feng Dongxiang hesitated and said, “I’m afraid this is not right. The subordinates still hope that the 

young master will go to the capital, and at the same time, he can meet with the Zhao family of the 

highest board of directors, the head of the family.” 

 

Qin Ming said: “I want to go to class, but I don’t have time to go that far. And the engagement ceremony 

doesn’t need to be too grand, I still hope to keep a low profile.” 

 

Feng Dongxiang saw that Qin Ming was so repulsive, and he didn’t have much to pay attention to. The 

Zhao family couldn’t be offended easily. He didn’t think Qin Ming had any imagination at all. 

 

The strength of the Zhao family, Qin Ming naturally knew that even Chang Hongxi couldn’t handle it, and 

he repeatedly urged. 

 

But Qin Ming had personal emotions. This marriage was originally a procrastination plan. Once Chang 

Hongxi died of illness, no one could hold him down, and he didn’t care about it in his heart. 

 

Feng Dongxiang said again: “This time I went to the Zhao family to discuss the engagement. Zhao 

Xinran’s father, Zhao Songzhi also said that he had come to see the future son-in-law and followed him. 

Now I am waiting in the living room.” 

 

Qin Minglue was surprised, is someone from the Zhao family? 

 

He is also Zhao Xinran’s father, Zhao Songzhi, this is the direct blood of the Zhao family, and he is also a 

figure with a great say in the Zhao family. 

 

Suddenly, Qin Ming became a little nervous. Not only was the identity of the other party very weighty, 

he was also not quite comfortable with this situation. Obviously the two sides were hostile to each 

other, so they were forced to marry and had to pretend to be a relationship. 



 

Qin Ming took a deep breath, and no matter how much he had to meet, he said, “Then invite Mr. Zhao 

in.” 

 

Song Ying answered and turned around to lead the people. 
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Zhao Songzhi is a middle-aged man with a wide heart and fat body. He wears a dark blue suit and sits 

opposite Qin Ming, quite majestic, but he smiles calmly at Qin Ming and seems to be in a good mood. 

 

Zhao Songzhi came up and boasted: “I have seen it with my own eyes, Xiao Qin is really young. There are 

too few young and promising young people like Xiao Qin now, especially Xiao Qin is young. He knows 

that the world is not easy and the society is hard, and the future will be limitless. ” 

 

Qin Ming couldn’t figure out this person’s thoughts, such bragging words, it is estimated that the other 

party would come at his fingertips. 

 

But Zhao Songzhi seemed to want to make a good relationship. Qin Ming thought that he was still in the 

honeymoon period with the Zhao family, and did not give him a face, so he put on a smile and said: “Mr. 

Zhao is praised, I am too ordinary, if not With the help of the foster father, I am just an ordinary person. 

I still have a long way to go, and there are still many places to learn from Mr. Zhao.” 

 

“Hey, Xiao Qin, you are too far-sighted. You are already engaged to my daughter, can you still be so 

strange?” Zhao Songzhi smiled and said: “If you don’t want to speak, you can call my uncle, or Uncle 

Sheng, it’s okay.” 

 

Qin Ming smiled faintly: “Uncle Zhao, are you here to discuss the engagement? Actually, I don’t 

recommend making a big splash. After all, you know the environment of the group now, and the time 



overlaps with my foster father’s illness. He is sick. Seriously, I’m doing a big banquet engagement here, 

which is not very good.” 

 

Zhao Songzhi said indifferently: “Xiao Qin, you have such filial piety, it is really commendable. Since you 

don’t want to be extravagant, it can be low-key. We do it ourselves, and our Zhao family has hundreds 

of children and grandchildren, which is enough for a family banquet.” 

 

Feng Dongxiang said: “Is it too good to be too low-key? After all, the two facades are extraordinary, too 

low-key, I’m afraid.” 

 

Qin Ming said displeased: “Does anyone still say that I am stingy? You will count the list at that time, and 

I will tidy up one by one.” 

 

What Qin Ming said was very domineering, and he was tidying up one by one. You must know that 

people who can contact the Zhao Family and the Huanyu Century Group are not simple in their identity. 

Qin Ming’s words are either ignorance or self-confidence. 

 

Feng Dongxiang immediately had nothing to say. He could not grasp Qin Ming now, so fortunately, he 

went with him. 

 

Zhao Songzhi squinted his eyes and said, “Xiao Qin, this is a matter between you and my daughter. You 

can discuss it with you. I can’t tell you about the marriage. In fact, I’ve also conveyed my dad’s words to 

you today.” 

 

“Oh? Zhao Zhen, Father Zhao?” Qin Ming asked. 

 

Zhao Songzhi said: “Yes, my dad said that he had many conflicts with Mr. Chang before, but he admired 

his skills and ability very much. I am very sorry that he suffered a serious illness, but now you inherit his 

mantle, which is also the luck of the group. We Zhao Family, will definitely support you in inheriting the 

position of the highest board of directors.” 

 



Qin Ming nodded and said, “I have read your announcement in the group. I am very grateful for the 

support of the Zhao family. From now on, our two families will be one mind, and we will advance and 

retreat together.” 

 

Zhao Songzhi said: “Yes, we will be a family in the future. It is very common for everyone to become a 

small group in the Huanyu family. However, as time goes by, there will often be conflicts. A batch of 

them. Hey, if I can get help in the future to take over my dad’s position, I’m probably old too. Actually, I 

don’t have any ambition to fight for domination. It’s not easy to maintain a small family business in 

China. That’s enough.” 

 

When Qin Ming heard this, he seemed to imply his intention to “form an alliance” with Zhao Songzhi? 

 

Zhao Zhen, the elder of the Zhao family, has four sons in total, and Omei has already inquired about the 

information for him. 

 

The eldest son and the third son are the same mother, the third son was born to the third son, and the 

fourth son was born out of a mess, so Zhao Zhen actually approved a total of three women. 

 

Whether there are other women and sons, Omei hasn’t investigated yet, and Qin Ming doesn’t know. 

 

Zhao Songzhi is the eldest son, has a high status in the Zhao family, and is also a fan of the Zhao family’s 

inheritance rights. This is obviously a hint to Qin Ming. 

 

Qin Ming smiled faintly: “Of course, Uncle Zhao will also be my father-in-law in the future. How much 

Uncle Zhao asks, I naturally help.” 

 

Zhao Songzhi was overjoyed, rubbing his hands, and said, “Xiao Qin, it happened that I recently had a 

project, which is an investment in Magnesium Country. The profit may not be that heavy, but if it 

succeeds, it can help China to trade with Magnesium Country. Wartime has become a point where the 

situation can be reversed. Once the resources and influence of this project are successfully used, I will 



have a voice in front of the country’s leaders, and then my weight in the Zhao family will be even 

heavier.” 

 

“But this project requires too much investment, and I can’t spend that much money alone.” 

 

Qin Ming frowned, this Nima’s national strategy failed? What can the Zhao family tolerate? 

 

Qin Ming hadn’t dabbled at all, and his heart was very guilty. 

 

Moreover, Zhao Songzhi didn’t say what he was going to do, probably because he wanted to borrow 

money from him to fill his Zhao family’s private pockets, right? 

 

Qin Ming asked with a smile, “Then what kind of business is Uncle Zhao? How much does it cost?” 

 

Zhao Songzhi said: “Oil. Actually, it doesn’t need much, almost US$500 billion is enough. Xiao Qin, or 

else you lend me the group’s profit in the two quarters, which is part of our Zhao family. This is to If you 

can succeed, you may be received by the leaders of the country, and I will definitely bring you Xiao Qin 

with you.” 

 

Qin Ming smiled inwardly, and returned to the meeting with the leaders of the country. You are so 

boastful. 

 

And, where do you get oil? Wouldn’t it be money to get oil from within Huanyu? Qin Ming remembers 

that the group has several oil fields under development in East Asia. 

 

He felt that this was a serial routine. 

 

As far as Qin Ming is concerned, 500 billion is not just a matter of getting it done. There must be a 

suitable reason. Now that Huang Jin is missing, it seems that Feng Dongxiang needs to approve it. 



 

However, generally speaking, everyone in the group must listen to Qin Ming’s orders. 

 

But Qin Ming didn’t want to give out 500 billion in vain. 

 

Qin Ming thought for a while and said: “Five hundred billion is not too much, but Zhao Shu, my foster 

father said, now I have to listen to him, he will soon open the highest board of directors, and then the 

profit will be distributed. Therefore, Uncle Zhao, you should be considerate of my difficulties.” 

 

When Zhao Songzhi heard it, Qin Ming clearly didn’t want to give money. 

 

But when he heard that Chang Hongxi was about to hold a meeting, he was surprised, isn’t he dying? 

Still having a meeting? 

 

He asked: “Older Chang is really going to have a meeting?” 

 

Qin Ming said: “Yes, the foster father seems to say that, so I don’t dare to move the money. Especially 

recently, Huang Jin has disappeared and the accounts of the World Bank are in a mess. I don’t have 

permission.” 

 

Qin Ming said that he was controlled by others, very helpless. 

 

Zhao Songzhi smiled faintly: “Ho ho, indeed. Xiao Qin, this time, you can reconsider your benefits. The 

advantage is not how much money you can make, but the talk in front of the leaders of the country.” 

 

Qin Ming said very simply: “Uncle Zhao, don’t worry, I will do my best on this matter, and I will contact 

you once I have a chance.” 

 



Zhao Songzhi said yes, the two didn’t talk about anything, and they talked some nonsense. Zhao Songzhi 

made an excuse to leave. 

 

As soon as the person left, Qin Ming straightened his face and snorted coldly, “This guy treats me as a 

pig and gives you hundreds of billions of dollars to play? What good can I do, it’s ridiculous.” 

 

Feng Dongxiang looked at him and said, “Master, then you can’t lie to him that he is always going to 

have a meeting.” 

 

Qin Ming frowned and asked, “Why, does it have a big impact?” 

 

Feng Dongxiang said solemnly: “The impact is more than great. The meeting of the top board of 

directors can’t be opened just by saying that it can be opened. Once it is opened, there will be too much 

content to discuss, and…” 
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Century Building, in the office. 

 

Qin Ming comes here after class every day to read the internal files of Universe World Group, such as 

which country’s space station project has been invested in, what drugs have been developed by a 

domestic and foreign biopharmaceutical laboratory, or investment funds, etc. 

 

Among them, Qin Ming thinks more about investment and loss. Basically, the business in Asia is mostly 

profitable. Most of the industries on the southern side are less profitable. On the contrary, European eu 

has less profit and the most loss. . 

 

The arms business on the African continent has always been highly profitable. There are also energy, 

rare resources, mercenary missions, population trading, etc., which are all increasing year by year, and 

the profit figures are also very scary. 



 

As the current headquarters of the group, Magnesium has the largest profit in its various industries, but 

the investment and relationship management are greater, so it is currently in a state of loss. 

 

Qin Ming felt that the investment in investment and relationship management was too terrifying, and it 

was more like being touched. 

 

But Qin Ming has not yet taken over the business from Magnesium Country. 

 

No matter how big his appetite is, he can’t eat it all at once, so he can only stabilize China and 

neighboring countries, especially the ASEAN countries. The key positions of industry leaders in these 

places have been placed by Qin Ming himself. 

 

Qin Ming’s next step is the industrial integration of Oceania and European eu. He thought of Main 

Hathaway, one of the four veterans. 

 

Before the two met, Qin Ming also withstood Mayin’s temporary inspection and was recognized. 

 

Although Pete James came to Qin Ming to express his good in order to keep his position, but Qin Ming 

was still not at ease and wanted to let Mayin Hathaway temporarily manage the business in Europe. 

 

Qin Ming contacted Mayin Hathaway, and the other party agreed that only a letter of appointment by 

Qin Ming was required, and the top board of directors approved it to be transferred to Europe as the 

top executive director of the group industry. 

 

This kind of thing is relatively easy to operate. Qin Ming asked Song Ying to draw up a letter of 

appointment, and at the same time told Chang Hongxi that Chang Hongxi is not very concerned now. 

Basically, there are people in the magnesium country. , And finally presented it. 

 



After Song Ying disappeared from Qi Minghui, work pressure increased greatly, but before Qin Ming 

mentioned a lot of reserve cadres, Qin Ming formed a “small cabinet” and there was a special team to 

help Song Ying handle official affairs, as time went by , Qin Ming’s team can still run smoothly. 

 

Not unconsciously, Qin Ming saw the file in the middle of the night. He rubbed his forehead with a 

headache, feeling that there were still too few people around him. He couldn’t expect those people in 

the Chaoyang Group to grow up quickly. He promoted the reserves. Cadres are just beginning to accept 

jobs. 

 

He needs capable and capable cronies to do things for him. 

 

This is really a problem of the century. There are talents everywhere in the world, but there are not 

many talents that belong to you. 

 

Qin Ming doesn’t like to be tied to a chair by these archives every day. He has more things to do and 

greater aspirations. 

 

“Master, are you tired?” Suddenly, Song Ying came in with a dessert. 

 

Qin Ming sneered: “How can you be tired.” 

 

Song Yingrou said: “Master did all my work today, I am not tired.” 

 

Qin Ming said: “Didn’t you hear it out? I mean you usually have to deal with so many files, you are really 

tired.” 

 

Song Ying shook her head and said, “This is the young master’s trust in me. I can’t live up to the young 

master’s trust. Because it is not easy and very difficult to have someone who trusts me. Moreover, the 

special team proposed by the young master is all of them. The reserve cadres, young and energetic, 



have long been nurtured in their thinking, and are loyal to the group. Now they are loyal to the young 

master, and they are doing well. 

 

“Uh…” Qin Ming stretched his waist and said, “But I still have a long way to go, and there are still many 

people who want to fight.” 

 

Song Ying walked up to Qin Ming and stretched out her hand, letting her bare hand lightly fall on Qin 

Ming’s shoulder, giving him a gentle squeeze, letting Qin Ming’s shoulder relax. 

 

Qin Ming’s head was leaning back and it happened to be on Song Ying’s chest. The soft flesh, with a faint 

fragrance of virginity, made Qin Ming groan comfortably. 

 

Qin Ming said: “Xiaoying, your massage technique is still so good, if you can massage me for a lifetime, it 

would be great.” 

 

Song Ying said: “If the young master is willing, I will massage the young master for the rest of my life.” 

 

Qin Ming laughed and said, “How about that, you always have to marry, and if you continue to do this in 

the future, your man will be jealous.” 

 

Song Ying’s movements became stiff, biting her teeth, and said, “Master, I don’t want a position and 

can’t I stay by your side?” 

 

Qin Ming’s heart moved. Hearing Song Ying’s words was like a woman confessing to him. He looked back 

at Song Ying, her expression a little melancholy and expectant. 

 

Qin Ming shook his head. He knew very well that Song Ying is a good woman and he deserves honor and 

happiness. 

 



He said: “I promised Haitang and Xiaoqiao. I will only choose between them in the future. When I 

completely control the affairs of the group and control the power, then I will be completely free. I can’t 

promise them over there. Mistakes continue to be made here.” 

 

Song Ying’s star-black eyes suddenly burst into tears, recalling that she had stayed with Qin Ming in the 

past few months. As a secretary, she took care of Qin Ming’s group affairs and silently watched him 

behind Qin Ming. 

 

She was very clear about her identity and did not dare to think too much, but she felt Qin Ming’s 

gentleness towards her and trust in him. She did not regard her as a killing machine or a monster, but as 

a friend. 

 

She also gradually fell in love with Qin Ming. She almost had some relationship with Qin Ming several 

times, but in the end she didn’t succeed, and she was always very sorry. 

 

She knew that Qin Ming was also a lover and could hold the bottom line. 

 

Qin Ming’s words now obviously cut her mind. 

 

Qin Ming got up and looked at Song Ying, this beautiful woman, with a bulging figure and a slender 

waist, her face was pure and white, and she was much more beautiful than those actors who pursued 

beauty. 

 

Not only was she beautiful, but she was also very capable. Qin Ming really didn’t want to hurt her or let 

her become his underground lover, this kind of nameless existence. 

 

Qin Ming stretched out his hand to caress Song Ying’s cheek, and said, “Xiaoying, there are many good 

men in the world. I am always laughed at as a scumbag, you…” 

 



Song Ying became excited, suddenly stretched out her hand to hug Qin Ming, stood on tiptoe and raised 

her neck to kiss Qin Ming. 

 

“Hmm!!” Qin Ming was surprised by the sudden kiss, he couldn’t bear to push Song Ying away forcibly, it 

would hurt her. 

 

Qin Ming still rarely faced this situation and had to push back, but he couldn’t hurt the other party. But 

the man’s instinct made him lost again. Song Ying’s body fragrance filled the tip of his nose, and her 

softness wandered around him. 

 

For a long time, the lips parted, the two of them had their foreheads to their foreheads, and Song Ying 

hooked Qin Ming’s neck, looking at Qin Ming with tears, the saliva between her lips was still attached to 

her. 

 

Song Ying resolutely said: “Master, I don’t want a status and can’t I stay by your side?” 

 

Qin Ming swallowed his saliva, this, this is too difficult. 
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Don’t be named, just stay with men. Such a woman these days, she is still such an excellent woman, she 

can’t find her with a lantern, but Qin Ming just met one. 

 

It’s hard for him to do it himself, it’s the hardest to accept the grace of beauty, he is too hard. 

 

Song Ying’s growth history is a tragedy, which also led to her attachment and cherishment of Qin Ming. 

 



Qin Ming hugged Song Ying’s waistline, sniffed her body scent, and stared at her affectionate eyes. Song 

Ying couldn’t help but feel triumphant. Song Ying was still waiting for his answer. 

 

Suddenly, the landline phone rang on the counter, which frightened him. 

 

Qin Ming quickly answered the phone and confessed a few things. When he turned around, Song Ying 

stood aside shyly. 

 

Qin Ming can only say: “Now the overall situation is undecided, saying that the children’s personal 

relationship is too early. Xiaoying, we still have a long way to go. Will you help me to the end?” 

 

Song Ying nodded very positively and said: “Master, I will protect you to the last moment of your life, 

please trust me as always.” 

 

Qin Ming smiled and said: “Of course I believe you, come, give me a pinch, read the archives all night, so 

tired.” 

 

Song Ying was in a good mood. She was very smart. She knew that she hadn’t got Qin Ming’s promise. 

This was victory, because Qin Ming refused her at first. 

 

She was uncertain about the future, but as long as she could stay by Qin Ming’s side, she would feel 

dependent and destined. She was no longer the woman who wandered in the dark, nor was she rootless 

duckweed on the sea. 

 

Song Yingsu massaged Qin Ming again. Looking at the man who was as old as him, she felt extremely 

peaceful, forgetting her original military life. 

 

Seeing Qin Ming looking through Zhao Xinran’s information, Song Ying asked curiously: “Master, will you 

really marry this Miss Zhao in the end?” 



 

Qin Ming sighed and said: “Looking at the degree to which I control the group, I am not without 

confidence. I just don’t dare to underestimate the people of the highest board of directors. They should 

all be waiting and caring about the foster father. Once the foster father dies, they will take action. Up.” 

 

“The assistance of the Zhao family is really important as the foster father said.” 

 

“But I still don’t like marrying someone I don’t like. Zhao Xinran, although he said he was studying at a 

British aristocratic school, but his thinking was too generous. I can’t accept such a woman as my wife.” 

 

Song Ying moved in her heart and asked, “The young master meant to deal with her?” 

 

Qin Ming was startled, he looked back at Song Ying in surprise, smiled meaningfully, and Song Ying 

smiled softly. 

 

Qin Ming said: “Look at my abilities, it may not necessarily be the step of getting married. I said that 

after graduation, there is a lot of room for maneuver. Now our opponents are accumulating strength, 

and we are also expanding rapidly. , I don’t know when the fight will officially start, but I must be fully 

prepared. On my parents’ side, you also have to prepare for me with both hands.” 

 

Song Ying nodded and said, “Master, don’t worry, I have sent people to stare at me for my uncle and 

aunt, and they are all people trained by Aaron to rotate and protect. They are at the level of Yuan Gong 

and will not send novices.” 

 

Qin Ming patted Song Ying’s little hands and was very satisfied with her work. 

 

Song Ying smiled shyly, like a little cat who received the award, enjoying the rare gentleness of Qin 

Ming. 

 



Qin Ming asked again: “There are no strange people staring at Haitang, right?” 

 

Song Ying was startled, showing a sour expression, and replied: “Don’t worry, Master, there are more 

people arranged by Miss Nie than your parents. So far, no suspicious elements have been spotted by her 

side.” 

 

Qin Ming’s mouth twitched, so exaggerated? 

 

Song Ying said: “Ms. Nie is also very prosperous now, and her father and brother’s business is relatively 

stable. In fact, I followed the young master’s instructions and let Qi Mingxun take care of it. And Ms. Nie 

didn’t do any part-time job anymore. Studying. And she seems to be doing charity recently and has also 

worshipped a master, Mu Hairan’s daughter, Mu Shuyun.” 

 

Qin Minglue was surprised. Mu Shuyun had seen him several times last time when Mu Hairan was 

seriously ill. He heard that he had been single and had been developing in Beijing. She was a rich 

woman. 

 

At that time, Qin Ming rescued the Mu family, and Mu Shuyun shot Kuozhuo and gave Qin Ming one 

billion directly. 

 

This Nie Haitang’s apprenticeship to Mu Shuyun was indeed a bit surprised. 

 

Qin Ming muttered in his heart: “Mu Hairan and Old Man Zhang are of the same level. Then his daughter 

Mu Shuyun has worked alone for many years and became a rich woman. She should be a great person. If 

Haitang can have a good teacher, I am afraid that she will be successful in the future. It won’t be easy.” 

 

Qin Ming held the phone. In fact, he rarely contacted Nie Haitang. Nie Haitang occasionally sent him 

information, but Qin Ming didn’t reply much. 

 

After all, Qin Ming said that he broke up. 



 

Because Qin Ming promised Mu Xiaoqiao that he would give the two women a chance to compete fairly, 

and he could not favor either side. 

 

This is Qin Ming’s “naive” and “innocent” way to deal with this triangle relationship. He wants to make a 

mistake first and regain his old dream with Nie Haitang, so I am sorry for Mu Xiaoqiao’s waiting. 

 

However, Qin Ming’s heart at this time was also in the mood. Guang Nie Haitang didn’t want to let go, 

and Mu Xiaoqiao didn’t want to let go. The two women agreed to him. When he handles the group’s 

affairs, he will go to them . 

 

Qin Ming always remembered this heavy promise and agreement. 

 

But now there is another Song Ying, which is really too difficult for him to do. 

 

After eating sugar water, Qin Ming ran back to the university dormitory as if running away, saving Song 

Ying to bed at night, he really regretted it. 

 

A man who can control his lower body is a good man. 

 

Without a word for a night, Qin Ming woke up the next day and his cell phone was bombarded. It turned 

out that it was Young Shao who had gone to Beijing for an internship with his girlfriend? 

 

Qin Ming asked, “What’s wrong with Young Master Yong? Are you in trouble?” 

 

Liang Shaoyong said: “Xiao Ming, it’s not me, it’s Chen Muling. There was an accident at Chen Muling’s 

house last night, and she went to Zhao Menghua to cry.” 

 



Qin Ming squinted his eyes, this kind of trouble is to toss him again? 

 

Qin Ming refused: “I don’t want to mix things up with her family. In fact, it’s the same with her. Without 

your girlfriend in the middle of maintaining the relationship, in fact, they are just ordinary friends, which 

is not much better. She always misunderstands me and thinks that I am not good.” 

 

Liang Shaoyong said: “Oh, you can help her. I heard that their family is also very miserable this time. My 

girlfriend and her are good best friends, and they have afflicted me all night. Let me beg you. Also, she is 

now I took the morning flight and flew directly back to Guangzhou City to appease Chen Muling.” 

 

Qin Ming was very hesitant and very embarrassed. He felt that he was covered with peach blossoms, 

and Zhang Quanzhen really got it right. 

 

He was really afraid that Chen Muling would accidentally fall in love with him, and that would be 

difficult. I helped Chen Muling several times before, but it was because he was misunderstood that he 

was a scumbag and scared Chen Muling away. 

 

Qin Ming said, “Oh, it’s not right, Young Master, your girlfriend is back, why don’t you come back?” 

 

Liang Shaoyong wanted to cry without tears, and said: “I have to do her job too, or we will all have to be 

fired from the internship company. Xiao Ming, you must have a way, please. By the way, help me take 

care of it. Zhao Menghua, don’t let her be wronged.” 

 

Qin Ming promised: “Okay, I promise Zhao Menghua will not be wronged. As for Chen Muling’s matter, I 

want to see it.” 

 

Qin Ming hung up the phone and looked back at the two brothers outside the dormitory. 

 

Zhao Liniu was startled, and immediately said, “Ah, I remember, I have an elective course.” 



 

Sun Zhipeng also said: “Xiao Ming, I have a paper to write, I can’t go, I can’t go.” 

 

Qin Ming narrowed his eyes speechlessly, you two beasts, yes, he has to pick up the plane by himself 

again this time. 

 

Qin Ming muttered as he set off, “What can happen to Chen Muling? Could it be that her family has 

gone bankrupt? Alas, there are so many things this day, but…hey, by the way, I changed to the last 

women’s clothing. Wouldn’t it be misunderstood? Then Chen Muling would not have a good impression 

of me.” 

 

Chapter 505 

Qin Ming has already felt that Chen Muling has a good impression of her more than once. 

 

He now also gradually feels that the “Peach Blossom Tribulation” Zhang Quanzhen said, seems to have a 

somewhat fulfilled rhythm, he is actually quite scared in his heart, afraid that he, who has always 

regarded himself as a good man, will really become a scumbag. 

 

He really didn’t want to hurt the woman he had in mind. 

 

But Qin Ming couldn’t help but agree to the good brother’s request. 

 

He didn’t want Chen Muling to have a good impression on him anymore, so he had no choice but to act 

accordingly. 

 

Therefore, Qin Ming once again asked Song Ying to help him with makeup, a makeup comparable to that 

of disguise, as if she was making up a woman like the last time. 



 

Qin Ming waited for Zhao Menghua to get off the plane at the airport. When Zhao Menghua saw Qin 

Ming, he was quite surprised: “You, aren’t you the same one last time…” 

 

This time, Qin Ming directly installed a mobile voice changer, which made it more convenient for him to 

disguise. 

 

Qin Ming said: “I was called by Qin Ming to help. Qin Ming wanted to help, but he was not free.” 

 

Zhao Menghua snorted and said, “I really trouble him, but I don’t want to trouble Qin Ming if I can. But 

don’t ask Qin Ming to do it. Mu Ling is in big trouble.” 

 

Qin Ming knew that Zhao Menghua had a good relationship with Chen Muling and was not so entangled, 

and asked: “I met her, a pretty good girl, who did she provoke this time?” 

 

Zhao Menghua said: “This time it really wasn’t her who caused trouble. She said that she was having fun 

in the water bar with her friends and met a man and asked for her phone number and WeChat account. 

Although Mu Ling is usually more lively and cute, she still thinks better. Conservative, I hate this kind of 

conversation, so I refused.” 

 

“As a result, the other party was too tight-lipped, and a few big men harassed her with words and went 

on a date than her.” 

 

“Naturally, she refused, so she splashed a few people with a cup of water, and then she was beaten. I 

heard that she was beaten to the hospital.” 

 

“Later, those people also found the Chen family’s shop to make trouble, and they had to force Muling to 

agree to be their boss, the young man, and the young man’s girlfriend before they would give up.” 

 



Qin Ming listened, it wasn’t a big deal. Normally a confidante is a disaster. It should be said that a 

woman like Chen Muling is mingling with some stubborn friends day by day. Can there be no accidents? 

 

Look at our ex-girlfriend Nie Haitang, you wouldn’t have encountered this kind of ass. 

 

Zhao Menghua came back from a long distance by plane. This friendship is admirable. Qin Ming thinks 

about his good brother. If he can help, he will help. Anyway, there has been nothing recently, as a 

pastime. 

 

The two bought some fruits and went directly to the hospital. 

 

Chen Muling in the ward was alone. 

 

Her arms, feet and hands were injured, her forehead was also torn, and she was wrapped in gauze. Her 

original youthful and beautiful face was now a little more haggard. 

 

The eye sockets were still red, as if he had just cried. 

 

“Mu Ling…” Zhao Menghua was very distressed to see a good girlfriend being beaten like this. 

 

“Sister Menghua, woo…” Chen Muling hugged Zhao Menghua very sadly and said, “I miss you so much.” 

 

Zhao Menghua said distressedly: “The person who started the attack was too cruel, right? Who beat 

you?” 

 

Chen Muling said aggrievedly: “I met some new friends and said to hang out together, but one of the 

female boyfriends pretended to be forced and was slapped in the face by the next station, and then he 

fell in love with me and asked me to drink, but I refused. Asking for my number again, I refused, and the 

other party was angry.” 



 

Zhao Menghua sighed and said, “I said it earlier, don’t play with those who are inconsistent.” 

 

Chen Muling said, “But, I don’t have a good relationship with my family, you know. Gao Ping and others 

don’t play with me anymore. You go to work outside again. I am alone and very boring. Qin Ming’s 

scumbag has been with girls all day long. , I can’t rely on it at all, I’m very lonely by myself.” 

 

Qin Ming listened, and the corners of his mouth twitched. Fortunately, he was given the name of the 

scumbag. 

 

Zhao Menghua said, “Qin Ming isn’t that bad, is it? He…oh, let’s not talk about him. How are you now? 

Did you call the police?” 

 

Chen Muling shook his head and said: “The other party is not allowed. My dad’s food company was 

targeted by them and was investigated by the Health Bureau. He hasn’t done business for two days. If 

this continues, I am afraid that customers will lose it. Moreover, they are still everywhere. Spread 

rumors that there is a problem with the food delivery in our house. My dad is also very angry now, 

calling me useless, causing trouble everywhere, woo…he just finished scolding me and left.” 

 

Zhao Menghua sighed and said, “It’s okay, it’s okay, isn’t I still there?” 

 

Qin Ming walked over and said, “You ask the people who deal with your family out, and I will talk to 

them.” 

 

Chen Muling noticed Qin Ming. She saw Qin Ming’s women’s clothing and she was shocked and said, 

“You, aren’t you the older sister who rescued me in the hot spring last time? Why did you come here, 

older sister?” 

 

Qin Ming said, “Uh…Qin Ming asked me to come. He said he was going to date the school clerk from the 

art department, so he was not free.” 



 

As soon as Chen Muling heard this, she curled her lips unhappily: “Huh, scumbag, don’t come if you 

don’t want to help me. However, it’s really great that sisters are willing to help me. Sister, I was thinking 

about you last time. Thank you.” 

 

Qin Ming smiled awkwardly and said, “Qin Ming asked me to come.” 

 

Chen Muling couldn’t see the atmosphere, and said: “Sister, let’s not talk about that scumbag Qin Ming, 

fortunately, I liked him for a moment, but he is really scumbag.” 

 

Qin Ming’s face was dark, and he wanted Chen Muling not to scold him. It seemed a bit difficult, so he 

didn’t care about that much. 

 

Chen Muling said: “Sister, although I am very happy that you are willing to help. But the other party 

seems to be very background, I am afraid that our family will be over this time.” 

 

Qin Ming said: “If you fail to strike up a conversation, you hurt you, and you can’t be forced into a 

prostitution? What is the background of the other party? Just tell me, I know a lot of people. I can help 

you do my best. I can’t talk about it.” 

 

Chen Muling was very moved, and took Qin Ming’s hand, and said, “Sister, I’m so touched. In my case, 

those friends, friends, and friends don’t care about me. It would be nice if I could get to know someone 

like your sister earlier.” 

 

Qin Ming felt helpless. He knew that Chen Muling would be touched by help in this environment. Then 

he thought about him badly. Fortunately, he was smarter this time and did some makeup. 

 

Chen Muling said: “The other party is Cao Xiangliang from the Cao family in Guangshi. He is just a dude. 

He was drinking with a young man that day, as if he was very pleased with him. Moreover, I felt that it 

was the man Cao Xiangliang had pleased him, who was harassing him. I.” 



 

Zhao Menghua said, “Hey, why do our girls have such a thing when they are beautiful? What a bad luck. 

Muling, do you have a picture of the other party?” 

 

Chen Muling nodded and opened the phone album. 

 

Qin Ming took it over and took a look. Wasn’t this the one. Nie Haitang was tricked into going on a blind 

date. Isn’t Qin Shou the blind date in the ancient fort? 

 

Qin Ming remembered that Qin Shou was given a shot by Song Ying and chemically castrated. 

 

Qin Ming said: “I know this person. He is indeed someone you can’t afford to provoke. Let alone you, 

there is no rich man in Guangzhou that can provoke him.” 

 

When Chen Muling and Zhao Menghua heard this, they were both silent. 

 

“Woo…” Chen Muling immediately hid his face and wept bitterly: “What should I do? I don’t like this 

person at all. He said that he wants our Chen family to be fine, so he wants me to be his girlfriend for a 

month, and then give it to him in a month. I’m breaking up money. What’s the difference between this 

and a package? I’m not that kind of mean woman. I’ll die.” 

 

Zhao Menghua was also silent, and she also knew how influential the veteran giants in Guangzhou were, 

and the person Chen Muling provoked was even bigger? 

 

Zhao Menghua asked, “Well, can you handle it? Does Qin Ming have a way?” 

 

“This…” Qin Ming was really unsure whether he could move the old Qin family in Haishi, the world-class 

giant. 

 



No, this may be an opportunity to try whether his wings are hard or not. 

 


